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Abstract 
 Various kinds of technology have been developed to assist obtain information. One of them is a 

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). WSN is a wireless network consisting of multiple nodes connected 
wirelessly. WSN nodes on a device have small resources in the form of batteries. The main problem which 
owned by WSN was in the data collection process possible collisions data, there are nodes that transmit 
data at the same time. Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) was able to provide data on the delivery 
schedule of each node. So no nodes that transmit data at the same time. But in order to apply the system 
each node should have equal time. One method that able to provide equalization time was Reference 
Broadcast Synchronization (RBS). This method synchronizes multiple nodes that have different local time 
(on the receiver) with the help of node that provides synchronization marks (beacons). Hence this each node 
was able to transmit data in accordance with the TDMA method that has been implemented. In addition time 
synchronization performed using RBS give equal time with accuracy up to microseconds. That case certainly 
makes the WSN node able to provide accurate information to guarantee the absence of errors due to data 
collisions. This research succesfully sending data delivery schedule by time slots that provided by RBS and 
time synchronization by TDMA average time delay 2285.9 microseconds. 
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1. Introduction 

Many technologies developed to assist people to obtain information. One technology that 
is now developing was Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). WSN is a wireless network consisting 
of nodes that form a network. The node on the network was a device that is small, inexpensive, 
and battery-powered so it has limited resources and is equipped with sensors and communication 
modules [1]. WSN can be used for environmental, seismic, navigation, forest monitor etc. [2]. 
Node strategically placed in the desired region and tasked with monitor, detect, provide 
information and communicate [3]. WSN built by several components such as sensors, wireless 
module etc. [4]. One of the important features of on WSN is the collection of data [5], which is 
collected sensor data from multiple nodes transmitted via wireless communication node to the 
sink. But the problem in [6] is how this data can be transmitted to the sink node without loss of 
information due on delivery of broadcast and WSN is a working on the same frequency. 
Conceivably, if a situation node sends data simultaneously, of course, this makes data collisions 
resulting data cannot be accepted and the information could not be obtained. To deal with these 
issues, on WSN can be given a schedule of data transmission. So that there are no nodes that 
transmit data simultaneously which resulted in the collision data. To support the provision of 
schedule on each node in a network, each node should have equal time. The local time between 
each node did not have a lot of time difference. 

One of the methods for equalizing time is Reference Broadcast Synchronization (RBS). 
RBS synchronize one receiver with other receivers. In [7] RBS works with a headless node 
synchronization (beacon), this node periodically sends packet node reference to a broadcast 
receiver. Each node such as Receiver node and Sender node using Arduino Pro Mini as 
Microcontroller and Transceiver Module using nRF24L01 as communication modules. The 
receiver uses packet arrival time as reference points to compare them with the local time when 
the local node other receivers. RBS used because first it can reduce timing at critical path so it 
would increase the accuracy [8], the second is reference nodes would change periodically due to 
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avoid high consumption of the reference nodes [9]. Messages sent from the beacon was not in 
the form of a timestamp. So it is not a problem in case of packet delivery delay. So the accuracy 
of time synchronization getting better. While for the scheduling able to use the method of Time 
Division Multiple Access (TDMA). TDMA used because it is designed that could use in different 
environment and situation. TDMA is efficient than another algorithm due to the time, complexity 
and inefficiency of transmitting data [10]. TDMA is the technique of media access that allows 
multiple nodes transmit packets on the same channel, channel accessed interchangeably 
appropriate period of time (time slot) is given to each device, so that there will be no delivery of 
packets simultaneously which resulted in the collision of data [11].  

Of the existing problems and the fact of previous research we would like to propose a 
system that able to overcome the problems of delivering data on WSN. The system combines two 
methods of synchronizing time with RBS and TDMA scheduling method. In addition time 
synchronization performed using RBS give equal time with microsecond accuracy up to unit [7]. 
That case certainly makes the WSN node able to providing accurate information to guarantee the 
absence of errors due to data collisions [12]. This research is expected to produce a system that 
able to provide guarantees in terms of the delivery-acceptance of information on WSN. This 
research focused to integrate RBS and TDMA on WSN, so it can measure how reliable the 
algorithm when implemented on WSN. 

 
 

2. System Design 
This research focused on the sink node on sensor field. Each node has a purpose of 

collecting data called sink node [13, 14], it describes the illustration of WSN  
architecture [15, 16]. One from several sink node could communicate to the internet that called 
gateway. Prior to system development, will be made by the design of the network topology, RBS 
method, the method TDMA, Beacon Node, Node configuration and design Receiver Frequency 
and Channel that will be used in systems integration. 

 
2.1. Network Topology 

In this study, the node is divided into two, the beacon node and the receiving node. Node 
serves as a marker beacon time synchronization and data transmission destination node after 
scheduling. While the receiving node is the vertices of the subject and sender data 
synchronization. Each node builds a network and can communicate directly with other nodes 
(single hop) was designed. Each node, beacon or receiver node using Arduino Pro Mini and 
nRF24L01 as transceiver module. 

The workflow system starts by activating each node. Especially for the receiving node 
given local time respectively. Which was first performed by the beacon node sends a packet 
synchronization reference or mark packets to each recipient node [17]. Then the receiving node 
stores packet arrival time (time of observation). Furthermore, the receiving node exchanging 
observation time and calculate the time difference. After knowing the time difference, each node 
performs the equalization process time with the local time of each node with the time difference. 
Last node receiver alternately transmits data in accordance with the schedule that has been given. 
The only node that carries out and gives commands for completion is the beacon node. When the 
system starts to work, each receiving node has its own local time that has local time different from 
another receiving node. Then all other nodes after the beacon node give commands to configure 
using reference packages. While the receiving node receives the packet arrival time of the 
reference packet, recorded conform local time each receiver node called the observation time, 
reference illustration package delivery contained in Figure 1 (a).  

The next stage is the synchronization carried out by each recipient node, where each 
recipient node exchanges addressing time with another node. This is because the receiving node 
synchronization among others, beacon nodes do not participate in the exchange of this 
observation period. While the exchange of data in stages starting from the receiver relay node 1 
to the receiving node 4 as shown in Figure 1 (b). Exchange of observation time done in order to 
each node knows the time of receipt of the packet receiver reference other nodes. So it can 
determine time differences or phase offset from another node receiver. 
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Figure 1. (a) Beacon node reference package delivery (b) package delivery time observation 
 
 
2.2. Beacon Node Algorithm Design 

Node beacon worked as a giver package receiver reference package receiver being used 
to synchronize time and as the recipient of the packets from the receiver after scheduling as 
shown in Figure 2. On that figure, the node beacon works and send packets according to the 
desire of the users. After the node beacon sends accordance amount is entered. Then node 
beacon waits until the synchronization is complete, followed by a change to the reception mode 
to receive all packets from receiver node. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Beacon node flowchart 
 
 
2.3. Receiver Node Design 

Synchronization using RBS method, the receiver node has a role as a synchronization 
object. Where receiver node synchronizes the time with another receiver, the beacon node is not 
synchronized. The following flowchart synchronization algorithm which performed each node 
receiver. As the flowchart on Figure 3, workflows receiver node starts after getting a reference 
packets from node beacon. Node saves time acceptance of package as used at the time of 
observation time synchronization RBS. After synchronization is complete occurs scheduling using 
TDMA. Then each node receiver data transmission according to the schedule set. 
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Figure 3. Receiver node flowchart 
 
 

2.4. Reference Broadcast Synchronization (RBS) 
Time synchronization a way to make the same timescale used by each device in the 

network. RBS synchronization has a node acting as the sender so-called beacon node and 
multiple nodes that act as a receiver node. Beacon node is a node that provides a reference to 
the package receiver [18]. After offset value was obtained, time synchronization process can be 
done with a local value time offset. How it is done up to the last node to the first node time 
synchronization is complete. Explanation Figure 4 that flowchart synchronization work after the 
receiver node receives a reference packet, node receiver stores the time of receipt of the package 
and serve as the time of observation. Then proceed delivery of packets between nodes of 
observation time receiver. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. RBS time synchronization flowchart 
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The first node with id gets a turn sends the packet to the first node while the other 
receivers in the reception mode. In the reception mode node computes phase offset by 
subtracting the time of observation any other node with a time of his own observations, and if 
obtained phase offset is less than 0 and less than the offset phase before it which used as a 
phase offset is offset new phase. This process is done until all id finished sending packet 
observation time. Then each node to synchronize time by subtracting the local time with phase 
offset. 
 
2.5. Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) 

TDMA is a technique of media access that allows multiple nodes to transmit packets on 
the same channel [19]. The channel access time periods alternately conform (time slot) which 
given to each device, so it will not happen package delivery simultaneously resulting collision the 
data [11]. Data transmission takes place according to a predetermined time slot. Node 1 can 
transmit data at a time slot to node 1, node 2 can send the form data in the time slots to node 2, 
and so on. Sidelines of the time slots are usually given time guard which is useful for time 
transition mode of each node. Illustration of time slots can be seen in Figure 5.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Illustration of TDMA time slot 
 
 

Data transmission takes place according to a predetermined time slot. Figure 5 explained 
that one node able to transmit data at a time slot to node 1, node 2 able to send the form data at 
a time slot to node 2, and so on. The sidelines of the time slot are usually given guard time which 
is useful for mode transition time of each node. In Figure 6 described TDMA scheduling stage, 
this scheduling can be considered as match time units of seconds from the time that has been 
synchronized with a predetermined limit of the reference package in the form of time slots. If the 
second time node guard time satisfy the boundary conditions, when the node into guard mode 
(idle). While at second satisfy the boundary conditions sending the first node than when it required 
sending the package to the first node beacon node and so on. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 6. TDMA scheduling flowchart 
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3. Results and Analysis 
In this section discusses system testing and discussion of results. The use of frequencies 

in the nRF24L01 starting from 2.400GHz to 2.525GHz with. On the data sheet nRF24L01 there 
is a formula to determine the frequencies used as a follows [20] In this study Testing focused on 
the quality of RBS and the TDMA method is applied. There are four tests performed the first is 
functional testing system aims to determine the success rate of sending and receiving data from 
each node. In this functional testing, there is one node as a node Beacon and there are 4 nodes 
as a receiver node. 

Table 1 were written 10 times of testing with plenty of packages in accordance with written 
references to the test procedures. Data written at each column node with a format of data 
received/sent data (example: 5/5 means the data packets received from 5 of 5 packets are sent). 
In other words, suppose in Test Number 5, the number of Reference Packets sent is 5, with the 
number of test nodes ranging from 1, 2, 3 and 4. So that the number of packets sent 5 can be 
received per node is also 5 so it is denoted by 5/5 as well as another testing scenario. 

 
 

Table 1. Quality Test Result 

Test Number 
Reference 

Packet 
Number of Nodes 

1 2 3 4 

1 1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 
2 2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 
3 3 3/3 3/3 3/3 3/3 
4 4 4/4 4/4 4/4 4/4 
5 5 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5 
6 6 6/6 6/6 6/6 6/6 
7 7 7/7 7/7 7/7 7/7 
8 8 8/8 8/8 8/8 8/8 
9 9 9/9 9/9 9/9 8/9 
10 10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 

 
 
Based on Quality test scenario, it conducted by 10 times with 10 different reference 

packet. The testing conducted by 10 reference packet because the process of sending data at 
one time, will not be more than 10 packets. Therefore enough testing is done with a maximum of 
10 packets. The second is a test to see the readiness between each node receiver in sending 
and receiving packets observation time alternately. Starting from the first node package delivery 
until the last node. When one node to another node to send data, it must be in a state of receiving 
the package. Table 1. produces a result where from each test performed from 1 to  
4 nodes, the reference packet can be delivered properly. From 1 reference packet to  
10 reference packets, all reference packets can be sent and received properly. 
 
3.1. Time Synchronization Results 

This test is done to look at the error rate time of time synchronization using RBS. On the 
basis of the influence of the number of nodes and the number of packets used in the reference 
time synchronization. The number of nodes in this study is 2-4 while the number of reference 
packet transmitted is 1,5,10. Graphs are plotted by the horizontal axis representing plenty of 
references packets are sent while the vertical axis represents the value of the error. 1 reference 
packet with 2 nodes, consuming bigger time than 4 nodes with 10 reference packet. 

While average value represented by coordinate points connected by a line in Figure 7. 
There can be analyzed that with the increase of nodes in synchronization, adding time 
synchronization error. This is because the load of increased synchronization that each node must 
compare more time to synchronize the time of observation. But in contrast with the increase in 
the reference packet that is sent to reduce error rates synchronization time. This is because plenty 
of packages making reference node can perform sampling time of reception which more so the 
average time is better than which using fewer reference package. The bigger reference packet 
that sent it will be increasing time synchronization. 
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Figure 7. Testing result 
 
 

In Table 2 the tests performed by detail described by a graph representing the results of 
the average value of time synchronization. Each Reference Packet was sent 10 times, an 
example at 2 nodes (average) with 5 Reference Packet is 2015.6 that is average that conducted 
by 10 times testing.  

 
 

Table 2. RBS Test Results 
 2 Node 3 Node 4 Node 

Reference packet 
1 2336.5 2521.7 2975.7 
5 2015.6 2121.4 2873.5 
10 1726.5 2000.2 2002.1 

Average (microsecond) 2285.9 

 
 

3.2. Scheduling Results 
Scheduling testing was conducted to see the suitability of the data transmission node 

receiver by a predetermined schedule by TDMA. In this test, there are 4 types of time slots that 
2, 3, 4 and 5 (in seconds). At each time slot has time tolerance for 1 second that is useful for 
delivery mode transition to the reception mode. Testing is done by looking at the data transmission 
from each node for 30 seconds. 

From the testing that has been done, no collision of data on packet delivery from the 
receiver to the beacon can be seen in Table 3. This happens because each node sends data in 
accordance with the schedule determined by the method of TDMA. Besides the transition time is 
also useful to tolerate an error of time synchronization. So that the error contained in time 
synchronization RBS does not interfere with the delivery schedule. After time synchronization with 
RBS, the node could send data using the time that provided by TDMA mechanism. Due to that 
condition, the collision of data that sent never happens. Because of the data sending scenario 
based on the time that given by time slot by each node. 

 
 

Table 3. Scheduling Test Result 

Testing Trial 
Amount of Nodes 

2 3 4 

Time Slot 

2 Succeed No Error Succeed No Error Succeed No Error 
3 Succeed No Error Succeed No Error Succeed No Error 
4 Succeed No Error Succeed No Error Succeed No Error 
5 Succeed No Error Succeed No Error Succeed No Error 

 
 

4. Conclusion 
Based on this study, testing and analysis, it can be concluded that this system can work 

well in terms of sends and receive data. Based on the results of RBS synchronization, the number 
of nodes that must be synchronized would increase time error result of each node, but the number 
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of package references given at the time of making time synchronization error getting smaller. 
Each node has a delivery schedule data in the form of time slots, so that each node cannot send 
data at the same time. While time synchronization error can be solved by providing a transition 
time for each turn of the delivery schedule, it is useful to tolerate their time synchronization error.  

RBS synchronization using 2, 3 and 4 receivers and 2, 5 and 10 reference packet is able 
to achieve an accuracy of synchronization (time synchronization error) to the unit millisecond time. 
That is by average time delay 2285.9 microseconds. While TDMA scheduling by providing data 
delivery schedule by the delivery time of 2 to 5 seconds (included transition time) managed to 
provide scheduling at each node to obtain data transmission without any error due to collisions. 
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